ARS Teams With South Jersey Med Surg in Big Addiction Center New Build

South Florida-based Advanced Recovery Systems, a rapidly expanding specialty addiction treatment provider, has teamed with South Jersey's Cooper University Health Care to build a new addiction treatment center in Cherry Hill, NJ, which is considered to be part of Philadelphia's metro market.

The $27M new build, one of many integrated centers being built nationwide by medical surgical providers, is slated to open in late 2019, will have 90 beds and extensive amenities. The synergies with Cooper’s med surg operations are extensive, with Cooper saying it treats as many as 20 people every day for substance use disorder in its emergency room.

ARS is one the fastest growing addiction treatment providers in the nation, with operations in five states, including Florida and Colorado. ARS was founded by Mitch Eisenberg, along with renowned addiction doc Lewis Gold. Eisenberg is the co-founder of Sheridan Healthcare, a medical services outsourcing concern.
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